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Introduction 

The process of developing the website for the 
intranet and internet is referred as web-
development. The website developing ranging from 
the single static page to the complex internet 
application, social-network services, electronic 
business etc. The task which is commonly referred to 
web development are web engineering, web design, 
web content development, client side/server side 
scripting, web server, network security, client liaison 
and e-commerce development. Basically web-
development consists of two skills: writing markup 
and coding [9]. 
 
A web framework is the software framework that is 
designed to support the web application 
development. Web framework may provide libraries, 
templating framework and session management. 
Code reusability is one of the functions of web 
framework. It is used for the development of 
dynamic as well as static websites. 
 
Django is a free and open source web framework. It 
meant that no any kind of license or amount to be 
paid for working on it. The web framework is written 

in python. The architecture pattern of the django 
web framework is mode view template(MVT). In this 
framework, the principle aim is do not repeat 
yourself. Django provides the GET, POST, PUT, 
DELETE, PATCH interface which is configured through 
admin panel. 
 
Tastypie is a webservice API framework for Django 
webframework. It provides the REST style interfaces. 
It provides convenient, highly customized interfaces. 
It is reusable app suitable for providing an API to 
applications without modifying the sources of the 
app. The builtin defined method and classes can be 
overridden because the needs of the developer 
might not be same. It provides the great flexibility in 
the predefined classes and methods. 

 
Implementation Virtual 

Machine 
Ex. Compatible 
Language 

CPython CPython VM C 

Jython JVM Java 

IronPython CLR C# 

Abstract 

Python is the advance language.  It is used in the research and science, scripting in Unix and web 
development. It is flexible and easy language as compare to the other languages. It is the high level 
language as it is readable and identical to the human language. Django is the web framework used in 
the web development. Django gives the backend admin site as well as the frontend according to the 
urls provided..Tastypie is a webservice API framework for Django webframework. It provides the REST 
style interfaces. The use of django and tastypie for the software and website development is quite 
easy. Here django is used to create the database and tastypie is used for the generation  of the API 
development. The overriding of the default function is the main funtionality of the report which is 
used to provide different functionality to the software like email on  object creation, checking for field 
to perform functionality at different events.  
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BryPython Javascript 
engine 

Javascript 

RubyPython Ruby VM Ruby 

 
Table 1: Python compatibility with other languages. 
 
It is a linux based distributed operating system which 
is free, community-supported and have the functions 
like Red-Hat linux operating system. Red-Hat is one 
of the version of the linux operating system or as an 
example centos and ubuntu can also be taken. The 
first centos released in 2004 with the version of the 
centos is centos7 which was forked from the RHEL 
version 7. All the functionality of the RHEL is available 
in centos. 

Methodology 
 
Django installation 

For the installation of the django, we need to have 
the python in our operating system. If python isnot 
installed then first we have to install the python in 
our operating system. Python is installed in window 
from the .exe file downloaded from the 
www.python.org. MacOS also needs the python 
installer. The command used to install python in linux 
is ‘yum –y install python 3.5’. After installing python 
in the operating system, we can create the virtual 
environment and then install django in that 
environment. The installation command for the 
django is “Pip install django” [7]. Django field and 
options are: 

 AutoField: It is an integer field that increases 
automatically [13]. This field is not necessary to give 
in the model because the database has by default 
this field as the id field.  
 CharField: It is a string field from small to large 
size strings. The large sized strings can be taken as 
TextField.  
 DateField : It is the field required for the date in 
database table. If we need to record the date for 
some purpose to database then this field is used.  
 DateTimeField: It is the field required for the date 
and time. The datetime field is saved through this 
field clear from the name.  
 IntegerField: IntergerField is used to the save the 
int value to the database. If we do not want to make 
it mandatory then null=True should be used to in the 
parameter of the field. 
 FloatField. It is used to save the float value in the 
database. It can take the float value as the input. If 
the input is in the int form then it changes the int to 
float and then save in the database.  

 DecimalField: It is used to save the float value in 
the database but we can define the maximum length 
and the precision point in the parameter of the field 
 EmailField: It is  used to save the email in the 
django. The parameter unique=True validates the 
unique the email only in database. That is, email 
which is already present can  be taken as input for 
inserting the email in the database. 
 FileField: It is the field which is used to upload 
the file from the local computer to the database of 
the server. The path where the file is saved in the 
server should be provided in the parameter of the 
file field. 
 ImageField: It is the field which is used to upload 
and save the image in the database. The media root 
should be defined in the setting.py and the uploadto 
should be used in the parameter of the field. 

A.  
Tastypie installation 

During the installation process, we need to download 
the dependencies ,  download the tastypie package 
from the source like Github and copy the package to 
the project directory[8]. We can also install tastypie 
by using pip.  

Pip install django-tastypie 
 
API Generation 

Restful-style api works with the resources. So, we are 
using tastypie for creating the resources. The class 
based views are created in the file api.py which is in 
our apps defined in the django. The basic structure 
of api.py in the app is: 
# myapp/api.py 

from tastypie.resources import ModelResource
 from myapp.models import Entry 
 class EntryResource(ModelResource): 
 class Meta:     
  queryset = Entry.objects.all()  
   resource_name = 'entry' 

This is basic model of the api.py  with the class based 
resources. We are using the ModelResources as the 
subclass which examines the field of the model and 
create its own apifields. Here meta class is used to 
define the model and properties and actions related 
to the  apifield. The resource_name inside the Meta 
calss is optional. It is used to recognize the model 
resource by the name of its defined resource_name.  
Queryset is the query or filtering of all the rows of 
the models. The resource_name is included for the 
clarity in the resource in the URLs but if it is 
comfortable for the automatic behavior then we can 
omit it. 
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Hooking up resources 

The ModelResource that are defined in the api.py are 
instantiate to the url.py for the hooking of it the urls. 
The urls.py is the file where the url configuration  of 
the api is done. The basic configuration  of the 
urls.py are given below: 
# urls.py 
from django.conf.urls import url, include 
from tastypie.api import Api  
from myapp.api import EntryResource, UserResource 

v1_api = Api(api_name='v1') 
 v1_api.register(UserResource())
 v1_api.register(EntryResource()) urlpatterns 
= [     
 url(r'^blog/', include('myapp.urls')), 
  url(r'^api/', include(v1_api.urls)) 
 ]  

After the url configuration, we can run python 
manage.py runserver command to run and we can 
check the admin panel by the url 
http://127.0.0.1:8000/api/v1/admin/ [14]. We can 
check the api by theurl 
http://127.0.0.1:8000/api/resource_name(entry)/?for
mat=json then we will get back all the objects of the 
model in the browser. 

Filtering 

Tastypie uses the filtering option in the urls so that 
we can access the data according to the filter applied 
in the urls. The filtering of the objects according to 
the field helps very much in the software 
development. The filtering is applied in the 
ModelResource inside the Meta class is given below: 
Meta class: 
 Filtering = dictionary of fields as key and the 
filter option as the value; 
 Filtering = {username: ALL, fname: exact} 
We can use bundles in overriding the built-in 
methods and the non-ORM resources to get the 
output without having defined models to the 
Resources. We can limit the data access to the user 
bu using the syntax given below: 
 excludes = ['email', 'password', 'is_active', 
'is_staff', 'is_superuser'] 
By using the above syntax in the Resources, the 
output of the GET method does not contains the 
above mentioned fields in the objects. 

Overriding the functions 

There is the built-in functions whose behaviors need 
to be changed by overriding the function in a custom 
way. Some of the frequently used functions are: 

 detail_uri_kwargs : This is used for providing the 
primary key to the objects. 
 get_object_list :  It list the objects of the resource 
according to the specification provided. 
 obj_get_list : It calls the get_obj_list to list the 
objects. 
 obj_get : It is used for getting the objects. 
 obj_create : It is used for creating the objects. 
 obj_update : It is used for the update of the 
resources. 
 obj_delete_list : It is used to delete the list of the 
resources. 
 obj_delete : It is used to delete the objects. 
 Rollback : It is used for passing the api. 
 

I. Implementation Paradism 
A.  
B. Operating system 

The operating system used in the project for the 
development is ubuntu and development is centos7. 
It is a linux based distributed operating system which 
is free, community-supported and have the functions 
like Red-Hat linux operating systemThe version of 
the Centos contains two parts: the major version and 
the minor version. The major version corresponds to 
major and the minor version corresponds to the 
updates of the RHEL. For example, Centos 6.5 
corresponds to the Centos 6 which is based on the 
software packages which is the 5th update of the 
RHEL. Therefore minor version is also called as point-
release of RHEL. 
 
Ubuntu is the debian based operating system for 
tablet, personal computer, server operating system. It 
is open and free source. It has the best GUI system 
and for the development of software, it gives more 
flexibility. 

C. Database 

The organized collection of data is known as 
database. The database consists of schemas, table, 
queries, reports, views and other objects. The data of 
database is organized from the model aspect which 
can be used further for the different types of 
processing. A Database Management System (DBMS) 
consists of computer software application which is 
used for the management of data and processing of 
them. Some of the common DBMS are MySQL, 
postgreSQL, MariaDB, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, 
MongoDBFormerly the database is a set of data 
within the organized way. The handling of the 
database is supported through the Database 
Management System (DBMS) [2]. 
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MySQL is the open source relational Database 
Management Sysyem (DBMS). The name MySQL 
consists of two parts: the first part is “My” which 
comes from the name of the co-founder Micheal 
Windenius’ daughter, the another part is ‘SQL’ which 
stands for Structured Query Language. The MySQL 
codes are available from GNU General Public 
Language and under the varieties of agreements. 
Now, the MySQL is owned by Oracle. MySQL is the 
central component of the LAMP  which is the web-
application software. LAMP stands for Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, Python/PHP/Perl. 

Deployment 

MySQL can be installed from the binary package or 
can be built and installed from source code. It is 
convenient to install the MySQL from the binary 
package unless any customization is required. The 
package management tools like yum, apt-get can 
download the package and then install MySQL to the 
system. The start of MySQL database meant for low-
end alternative but now it is used for the powerful 
proprietary databases. It is evolved to support higher 
scale needs as well. It can be available from the open 
source tools such as PHPMYAdmin. The 
multiprocessor server with gigabytes of memory is 
required for the medium range deployment of the 
MySQL. In the high range configuration, typically it 
requires master database which handles data write 
operation and is replicated to multiple slave that 
handles all read operations. In master-slave 
configuration, the master is continuously sending 
bin-log event to connect to the slave database [5].  

Programming Language 

Python is the high level programming language used 
for the general purpose programming. The founder 
of the python is Guido Van Rossum. Python comes 
into existence in 1991 [15]. python language is 
human readable and the white space indentation is 
used to delimit the code blocks. Python is the 
language with the fewer lines of code. Python is 
compatible with the many operating systems 
allowing the python code to run on several operation 
systems. Cpython is the open source software which 
is used managed by the non-profit python software 
foundation. Python  is very popular on web and used 
in Yahoo, Maps, Linux Weekly News, Ultraseek, 
Google and Shopzilla and many more [1]. 

 WSGI: It stands for Web Server Gateway 
Interface. It is a standard interface connecting the 
web server and web frameworks. It allows the web 
codes protability between server and the framworks. 

 

 Frameworks:  web framework includes a set of 
libraries and handlers that allows to create web 
application like interactive websites. The url patterns 
are also included to route the request and responses 
[21]. 

 

 Django: It is the high level web framework that 
uses python to develop the high performance apps. 
It is first created for the news operations. It is popular 
for the clean, pragmatic and rapid design [7]. 
 Tastypie: It is the API framework for the django 
framework. It provides convenient, highly customized 
interfaces. It is reusable app suitable for providing an 
API to applications without modifying the sources of 
the app. The builtin defined method and classes can 
be overridden because the needs of the developer 
might not be same. 

II.  
III. RESULTS 

Backend from The Postman 

The hotel management system consists of the full 
functioning software developed on django 
framework and tastypie api key framework in the 
backend. The frontend of the software is based on 
the javascript language. The api that is used by the 
the javascript to work on the database is based on 
tastypie. Here tastpie is integrated with the django to 
provide the api to the frontend developer so that 
he/she can use it to link with the database. The 
postman view with the api function is show below: 
 

 
Fig 1:- Postman view of POST function in API 
 
The url used here is the api which is used for the 
getting the data or objects from the database. The 
output is in json format which is the response of the 
api. The api is calling the GET method to give the 
json response. The postman is used to check the 
functionality of the api. The POST method used to 
create the objects in the database is shown below: 
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Fig 2:- Postman view of POST function in API 
 
The url used here is the api which is used for creating 
the objects in the database. The example is taken 
from the booking module. The post which is shown 
in the upper left position is used to show the method 
type of the api. The input data is written in either in 
json format or in key-value pair. The above shown 
method of data is in key-value pair. 

Frontend from the Javascript  

The frontend uses the javascript language which is 
used to get the input from the user and call the api 
for the POST, PUT, PATCH and GET method to 
populate or retrieve the data from/to the database. 
The frontdesk view of the frontend is shown below: 
 

 
Fig 3:- Front Desk 
 
Guest registration and room reservation process is 
done from this part. Also the editing of the guest 
profile and gaining the information like total checkin, 
checkout, reservation list, guest preference etc. are 
handled from here. 
 
The payment from the guest can be done from the 
right click on the green part of the reserved room. 
The view of double click on the green color on the 
reserved room gives the payment option as shown 
below: 
 

 
Fig 4:- Payment option view from front-desk 

IV. Conclusion 

In this report, I have introduced the python 
programming language as the suitable language for 
learing the code for the software development. It is 
also easy and robust in the science and research field 
and the scripting field. The whole philosophy of the 
creating of language is discussed. The different 
characteristics of the python which makes it distinct 
from other programming language is considered 
here. According to the characteristic, I found that 
python is powerful, portable, simple and open source 
language. Different type of programs like system 
programming, GUI, networking and internet 
programming can be scripted through python. Some 
of the corporate that uses python in their 
development product are introduced. 
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